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Shipping. When maintaining your old project car or with the purchase of a new project, as is the
case with this Ford Mustang GT, there are several things you can expect to do at some point in
time. Those generally fall in the category of basic maintenance or simple bolt-on upgrades, and
a clutch swap is one that fits both categories. Ram's HDX clutch is for applications up to
horsepower, which allows plenty of room to add more power to the Mustang later. Ram's HDX
line is also cost-effective. Here's the process of replacing the clutch in this Fox-body Mustang.
Ram Clutches supplied its HDX clutch and steel billet flywheel for this job. Its HDX line of
clutches is good for up to horsepower and includes the pressure plate, clutch disc, release or
throwout bearing, and a clutch alignment tool. In addition to the clutch assembly, we also added
a new pilot bearing, a Steeda Autosports firewall adjuster, and also, not pictured here, a Steeda
double-hook clutch quadrant. We will explain the need for the double-hook quadrant later. To
make the job easier, we left the H-pipe intact during the clutch install. There was enough room
between the pipes to lower the transmission, and frankly, we didn't want to fool with the H-pipe
bolts at the headers, for fear of breaking them. Notice we have disconnected the speedometer
cable, neutral safety switch, and backup light switch in preparation for removing the
transmission. We did disconnect the H-pipe from the car's Flowmaster after-cat exhaust,
though. That way we would have a little wiggle room when removing and reinstalling the
transmission. Once you drain the fluid and remove the driveshaft, the transmission is ready to

come out. You can see on the bellhousing where the four transmission bolts reside. Although
the drivetrain in this Mustang wasn't original to the car, the T-5 transmission is a unit, which is a
good thing. In , Tremec upgraded T-5s with an improved gearset featuring a higher nickel
content, and for , the T-5s received upgraded carbon-fiber linings on the third and fourth gear
synchro rings. Both improvements increased the T-5's torque-holding capacity. With the
bellhousing and the block plate removed, we decided to replace the leaking rear main seal. After
coating the new rear main seal with engine oil, we tapped into place. With the rear main seal
installed and engine block plate on the dowels, we installed Ram's billet steel flywheel. Make
sure to transfer the flywheel dowels from your existing flywheel onto the new Ram unit. Also,
remember, the flywheel bolt pattern on the back of the crankshaft is not perfectly spaced, so
make sure to properly line it up before threading in the bolts, then torque to specs in a star
pattern. Even though Ram includes a clutch alignment tool, we used an old T-5 input shaft to
line up the clutch disc prior to installing the pressure plate. The plastic alignment tools can
sometimes have more wiggle room than the transmission's actual input shaft, putting the clutch
disc slightly off center enough to cause some difficulty when reinstalling the transmission.
Using the flywheel dowel pins to line up the pressure plate, tighten the pressure plate bolts to
lb-ft. With the pressure plate installed and torqued to spec, the alignment tool can then be
removed. It should easily slip in and out. Inside the bellhousing, install the release bearing on
the clutch fork and connect the fork to the pivot ball. Apply a little bit of multipurpose grease to
the pivot ball prior to fitting the clutch fork with the new throwout bearing. Using the dowel pins
as guides, the bellhousing can be reinstalled. We reused the stock fasteners. Remember, the
two long bolts go at the top. Don't forget the two bolts at the bottom that attach the engine block
plate to the bellhousing. This is what the bellhousing should look like when it's fully installed.
Make sure the throwout bearing is centered before you attempt to install the transmission.
Since a T-5 isn't that heavy, we lifted it up into place, and for once in our lives, the stars aligned,
and it went right in the bellhousing, clutch, and pilot bearing with little drama. It really helps to
have a person turn the output shaft while installing the transmission on the bellhousing. By
turning the output shaft with the transmission in gear, you're turning the input shaft and giving
it a better chance of meshing with the clutch disc splines. Once the transmission is fully seated
on the bellhousing, torque the bolts, reattach the exhaust, driveshaft, starter, and you're almost
done. Depending on the car's mileage, it's probably a good idea to replace the clutch cable at
this time. We recommend the stock Ford cable, but unfortunately, they're getting hard to find.
From what we have heard, Ford is discontinuing them or already has, though you can still find
them through various retailers. When matching a stock Ford cable with a Steeda Autosports
firewall adjuster, you have to remove the clutch cable's rubber grommet and ground down the
nubs on the cable's end so that it will slide into the firewall adjuster. Here you can see the
Steeda firewall adjuster and the clutch cable installed in the car. The firewall adjuster installs
with a set screw, while the clutch cable runs behind the oil filter and along the oil pan to the
transmission shift fork. Attach the clutch cable to the frame rail using the bracket and the
existing bolt. This will keep the clutch cable away from the hot exhaust. When we put this GT
back together with the existing single-hook aluminum quadrant and the firewall adjuster all the
way in, our new Ram HDX was under too much tension. Without any adjustment capabilities, the
answer was to add a Steeda Autosports double-hook aluminum quadrant. Under-dash real
estate was tight, and we had to loosen the pedal box assembly from the firewall, disconnect the
brake pedal, and loosen the pedal box brace in order to install the new Steeda double-hook
quadrant. Putting the cable on the second hook gave us enough slack to relieve the excess
tension on the clutch cable. AutoZone Ram Clutches Steeda Autosports Close Ad. Michael
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